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is the w-image of the element paf~x £ p% (a'-1 £ SC). Thus we have %p-% a n(p%) 
and, consequently, n(p%) = S ly 1 , which completes the proof. 
R e m a r k . Both p% and %p~x are referred to as mutually inverse cosets. If one of 
them is denoted e.g. by a, then the other is or1. 
9. The left coset p% and the right coset %q are equivalent sets. 
We are to prove tha t there exists a simple mapping of the set p% onto %q. I n 
accordance with theorem 8 and 7.3.4, the sets p% and %p~x are equivalent; by the 
theorem analogous to theorem 5 and valid for the right cosets, St^r1 and %q have 
the same property. Consequently, by 6.10.7, the assertion is correct. 
20.3. Exercises 
1. If © is Abelian, then the left coset of an element p € © with regard to a subgroup % a © 
is, at the same time, the right coset and so p% = %p. 
2. Let %,*?& denote arbitrary subgroups and G a complex in ©. Prove that there holds: 
a) the sum of all left (right) cosets with regard to % which are incident with G coincides 
with the complex G% (%G); b) the sum %$p% of all left cosets with regard to % which|are 
incident with some right coset %$p (p e ©) coincides with the sum of all right cosets with 
regard to 33 which are incident with the left coset p%. 
3. Let p € © be an arbitrary element and © the (p)-group associated with © (19.7.11). Next, 
let % be an arbitrary subgroup of ©. Prove that: a) the left (right) coset p% (%p) of p 
with regard to 31 is the field of a subgroup 9fy c: © (%r cz @) of ©; b) the left (right) coset 
x o %i (%r o x) coincides, for each element x of ©, with the left (right) coset x% (%x). 
21. Decompositions generated by subgroups 
A most remarkable property of groups is tha t every subgroup of an arbitrary 
group determines certain decompositions on the latter. 
21.1. Left and right decompositions 
Consider the system of all the subsets of the group © g i v e n by the left cosets 
with regard to 91. By 20.2.1, every element p 6 ® is included in the left coset p% 
which is, of course, an element of the considered system. By 20.2.4, every two 
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elements of the system are disjoint. The system in question is therefore a decom-
position of &, called the decomposition of @ into left cosets, generated by 2t, briefly, 
the left decomposition of d$ generated by 2t. Notation: @/,2t. 
Analogously, the system of all subsets of @ given by the right cosets with re-
gard to 2t is the decomposition of & into right cosets, generated by 2t, briefly, the 
right decomposition generated by %. Notation: @/f2t: 
We have, for instance, the formulas: @5/,<U = @/r® ==. GmaK, ®/,{l} = @/r{l} 
= Cwin; Gma>K, Gmin are, of course, the greatest and the least decomposition of 
@, respectively. 
In the following theorems we shall describe the properties of the left decompo-
sitions of a group. The properties of the right decompositions are analogous and 
will therefore be omitted. Finally, we shall deal with the relations between the 
left and the right decompositions of the group & with regard to the same sub-
group 21. 
21.2. Intersections and closures in connection with left decompositions 
1. Let 2t ZD 93, S be arbitrary subgroups of &. Consider the intersection 21/, 93 n S 
and the closure (£ c 21/,95. Since A n C ^= 0, neither of these figures is empty; 
A ZD B, C denote, of course, the fields of the corresponding subgroups. 
We shall prove: There holds 
« / , » n <£, = (« n <£)/,(» n <£). (1) 
If the subgroups % n ©, 93 are interchangeable, then there also holds: 
<£ c 2t/,93 = (<£ n 2t)93/,93. (2) 
Proof, a) We shall show that each element of the decomposition on the right-
or the left-hand side of the formula (1) is an element of the decomposition on the 
left- or the right-hand side, respectively. Every element a 6 (21 n (£)/,(93 n ©) has 
the form 
a = a(93 n <£) == «93 n a£, 
where a £ 21 n (£. From a £ 21 and 2t ZD SB there follows «S8 £ 91/,SB and from a £ © 
we have a% = C. So there holds: 
a = a% n <£ £ « / ,» n £. 
Now let a £ 21/,93 n S be an arbitrary element and sod = a93 n © (#= 0), a € 21. 
Moreover, let x £ a be an arbitrary element. From x £ a93 there follows a93 = &93 
and, since x £ S, there holds (7 =. #(£ and therefore a = x^d n x& = a?(93 n (£). 
Sineea £ I J D S yields a $ c 21, we have a; € 21 n 6 so that a £ (21 n <£)/,(» n <£) 
and the proof of the formula (1) Is complete. 
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b) Let us now assume that the subgroups U n ©, 33 are interchangeable. That 
occurs if, for example, the subgroups 33, (S are interchangeable (22.2.1). 
To prove the formula (2) we shall proceed analogously as in the case a). Every 
element a £ ((£ n 3t)33/*33 has the form #33 where x £ ((S n 31)33; we observe that 
the element x is the product ab of a point a C i n S l and a point b £ 33. Hence 
a = {ab) 33 =~ a(b33) = a33 (the last equality is true with regard to the relation 
bW = B, correct by 20.2.2). From a £ St, 31 ZD 33 we have a33 £ 3t/*33 and, since 
a £ ©, the left coset a33 is incident with ©. Thus we have a £ (§, c 3t/j33. Let now 
a be an arbitrary element of © c 3t/$33 and so a = a33 where a is a point of 3t and 
a33 is incident with ©; furthermore, let c £ © n a33 be an arbitrary point. From 
c £ a33 there follows, by the theorems 20.2.1 and 20.2.4, a = c33 which yields 
(since a cz 31) c £ %. So we have c £ © n St and, consequently, c = c . l£( (£n3t )33 . 
From this and 58 cz (© n 3t)33 we have a £ ((£ n 3t)3S/j3S and the proof is accom-
plished. 
Let us note, in particular, the case when the subgroup St coincides with Q$. Then 
we have: 
®/,» n g = g/,(33 n <£) (V) 
a^d, moreover, if the subgroups 33, (£ are interchangeable: 
Sc ® / i ® = <£»/*». (2') 
2. The above deliberations will now be extended in the sense that the subgroup 
© will be replaced by the left decomposition of a subgroup of @J. 
Let St ZD S8 and (£ ZD % be arbitrary subgroups of &. Consider the intersection 
3t/*33 n g/j3> and the closure (£/,$) c 31/̂ 58. Since i n C + 05 neither of these 
figures is empty. A ZD B,0 ZD D are, of course, the fields of the corresponding sub-
groups. 
We shall show that there holds 
3t/|33 n <£/,© = (3t n <£)/,($ n ®) (3) 
and, moreover, if the subgroups St n (£, 33 are interchangeable, even 
C/i© c 3t/|33 = (<£ n «)»/ ,» . (4) 
Proof, a) Every element a £ (St n <S)/«(93 n ®) has the form a = a(33 n ®) 
== a® n a® where a £ St n g. From a £ St, St ZD 33 there follows a $ £ 3t/*33. 
Analogously, from a £ (£, (£ ZD % we have a ® cz (£/i®. It is easy to see that a is 
the (nonempty) intersection of the elements a33 and a% of the decompositions 31/*33 
and ®/|3), respectively, so we have a £ St/;33 n (S/j®. 
Now let a £ 3t/|33 n (£//$) be an arbitrary element, hence 
a = a» n c® (-# 0), a £ St, c £ (£; 
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furthermore, let x 6 a denote an arbitrary point. From x £ «93 we have &93 = #93 
and, analogously, x e c% yields c% = x%; hence 
a = a » n c% = x%5 n x% = #(58 n S>). 
Since a € ft =3 935 c 6 © =D ®, we have a93 c: 21, c% czd and, consequently, 
# € % n ©. Thus we arrive at the result: 
a e (8t n <£)/,(» n ®) 
and there follows (3). 
b) The formula (4) directly follows from 
<E/,S> c « / ,» =. s((E/,©) c « / ,» , s(C/,®) = O 
and from the formula (2). 
In the particular case when the subgroups 81, d coincide with ® and, consequent-
ly, the decompositions SI/,58 ( = ®/,93), ®/,® ( = ®/,35) lie on ®, the intersection 
®/f93 n ®/,S of the latter coincides with the greatest common refinement 
(®/i», ®/,®) (3.5). Hence 
(®/,», ®/,3» - ®/,(» n ©). 
21.3. Coverings and refinements of the left decompositions 
Given two subgroups it, 93 in ®, let us ascertain when the left decomposition of 
® generated by % (93) is a covering (refinement) of the left decomposition gener-
ated by » (8), i.e., ®/,« ^ ®/,». 
If the left decomposition of ® generated by 9t is a covering of the left decompo-
sition generated by 33 then, in particular, the field A of ft is the sum of certain 
left cosets with regard to 33. Among the latter there is the field B of 93 because 
both A and B have a common element 1. Consequently, ft is a supergroup of 58, 
i.e., 2C CD 93. Conversely, if ft is a supergroup of 93, then (by 20.2.7) every left coset 
with regard to ft is the sum of all the left cosets with regard to 58 that are incident 
with it. We observe that the left decomposition of ® generated by ft (93) is a 
covering (refinement) of the left decomposition generated by 58 (ft). 
The result: The left decomposition of ® generated by the subgroup ft (93) is a cov-
ering (refinement) of the left decomposition generated by 93 (ft) */ and only if % is a 
supergroup of 93. In other words: ®/jft ^ ®/,SB holds if and only if % ZD 93. 
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21.4. The greatest common refinement of two left decompositions 
Let 81, 33 -3 & be subgroups of &. 
The greatest common refinement of the left decompositions of @, generated by 9t, 
33, is the left decomposition generated by the subgroup % n 33, i.e., (6$/j9t, ($/j33) 
= &li(% n 33). 
Indeed, the greatest common refinement of the decompositions @/j9t, @/j33 is 
the system of all nonempty intersections of the left cosets p% and the left cosets 
g33 (3.5). Every nonempty intersection p% n g33 is the left coset of each of its 
elements with regard to the subgroup St n 33. Every left coset c(% n 33) is the inter-
section of the left cosets e9t and c33 (20.2.6), which accomplishes the proof. (Cf. the 
result in 21.2.) 
21.5. The least common covering of two left decompositions 
Suppose 91, 33 are two interchangeable subgroups of @. 
Then there exists the product 9133 of % and 33 which is a subgroup of @. 
The least common covering of the left decompositions of &, generated by 9t, 33, is 
the left decomposition generated by the subgroup 2133, i.e., [&/i%, ®/j33] = G5/j9t33. 
In fact, first, with regard to 9t cz 9t33, 33 cz 9133 and to the theorem in 21.3, the 
decomposition @/j9l33 is a common covering of the decompositions @/j9l, @/j33. 
We are to show that two cosets c%, p% £ @/j9l can be connected in @J/j33 if and only 
if they lie in the same element of ®/J9133. 
a) If the left cosets c%, p% lie in the same element of @5/j9l33, then p = cba, 
while b £ 33, a £ 91 denote convenient elements. Both c% and p% are incident with 
c33 € ®/j33 and so they can be connected in @$/j33. 
b) If there exists a binding {@/j9l, ®/j33} from c% to p%, 
cx% . . . , cjt (cx =c,ca = p), 
then every two neighbouring cosets c$%, %+19C are incident with a certain coset 
ri^33; therefore there exist elements 
xp € cp% n c^33, yp £ ^33 n cp+1% ifi = 1, ..., a — 1). 
The elements xy, yy„x (y = 1,..., oc; y0 = ct, xa = ca) lie in the same coset cy% and, 
similarly, the elements Xp, y$ lie in the same coset <^33. Consequently, there holds 
xy = yy„t ay, yp = Xpb$ where ay £ 91, b$ £ 33 denote convenient elements. Thus, 
ea = c ^ b x . . . &a-iaa 6 ^9133 
from which it is clear that the left cosets c9t, p% lie in the same coset c$33 £ $/j9t33. 
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21.6. Complementary left decompositions 
Consider arbitrary subgroups 1 , S cz ® of &. 
The left decompositions ®fffl, @/,93 of ® are complementary if and only if the sub-
groups 1 , 93 are interchangeable. 
Proof, a) Suppose @/jl, @/,93 are complementary. Let u 6 [®fM, @/jS] be 
the element containing the unit 1 € ®. From 1 € 1 n 93 it is obvious that the 
fields of 1 and 93 are parts of u. Consider arbitrary points a 6 1 , b € S and the 
left cosets b% 6 ®fi%, er^S € ©/|S. The latter are incident with the subgroups 
93 or 1 , respectively, hence they are subsets of u and we have 51 cz u, a~193 cz u. 
But, since ($ / , ! and (SJ/,93 are complementary, there holds 61 n GF^S =f= 0. 
Consequently, there exist points a' 6 1 ? b' £ 93 such that 6a' = a~
16'. Hence 
ah = 6V"-1 6 S I and we have I S cz $81. Analogously, we may show that 
931 cz I S . Thus I S = S I . 
b) Suppose the subgroups 1 , S are interchangeable. 
By the above theorem (21.5), the least common covering of @/jl and @/jS is 
(S/^IS. Let c l S € @/ilS be an arbitrary element. Every element of ®flM lying 
in c l S is e61 where 6 6 S is a convenient element. Similarly, every element of 
@/iS lying in c l S is caS, where a € 1 is a convenient element. We are to show 
that every two left cosets c61 and caS lying in c l S are incident, that is to say, 
that there exist elements ax € 1 , bx 6 S such that bax = abx. That is easy: Since 
the subgroups 1 and S are interchangeable, there exist elements ax 6 1 , bx £ S 
satisfying the equality a~lb = bxax-
x. Hence bax = abx and the proof is complete. 
21*7. Relations between the left and the right decompositions 
Let 1 , S stand for arbitrary subgroups of ®. 
1. The left or the right decomposition @/jl or @/fl, respectively, is mapped, under 
the extended inversion nof ®, onto the right or the left decomposition ®]r% or ®fi% 
and so 
n(®/,«) - ®fr% n(®fr%) = @/,«. 
The decompositions @/jl, ®fr% are therefore equivalent sets: 
®flM~®frm. 
Proof. In accordance with 7.3.4, the set w((U/|l) is a decomposition of ® 
equivalent to ®ft%. By 20.2.8, each element of n(®f$L) is an element of <S/rl* 
Hence n(®ft%) = ®fr%. Analogously we arrive at n(®fr%) = ®ft%. 
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2. The least common covering of the left decomposition ®\$i and the right decom-
position @/r93 is the set consisting of all the complexes 93??2t c @ (p 6 @). The de-
compositions &\i%, ($/r93 are complementary. 
Proo f . Let us associate, with each point p ^ %, the complex %$p% cz d5 and 
consider the set G consisting of all these complexes. We observe, first, tha t each 
point of ® lies a t least in one element of O. Next , we shall show tha t two different 
elements of C are disjoint. Indeed, if any elements 93p9t, 93g3t € C are incident, 
then there exist points a, a' € 2t> b, 6'6 93 such tha t bpa = b'qa'. Hence we have 
(m)p(a%) = (m')q(afU) 
and, moreover (by 20.2.2 and by the analogous theorem on right cosets), 93p9I 
= 93#3t. Thus the set C is a decomposition of ©.Fur thermore ,by 20.3.2, each ele-
ment ^8p% € C is the sum of all elements of the left decomposition %\$L t ha t are 
incident with the right coset *>8p and, at the same time, the sum of all elements of 
the right decomposition @$/f93 incident with p%. We observe tha t the decomposi-
tion C is a common covering of the decompositions (SJ/j9l, @/r93. Let u = S&p% £C 
be an arbitrary element and a 6 ©//SI? b 6 (S/f93 arbitrary cosets lying in u. Then 
we have a = bp%, b = S§pa where a € 31, 6 £ 93. Since bpa £ a n 6, the sets a, b 
are incident. Consequently, by 5.2, we have: 
C = [&\i% ® / r » ] . 
Hence &\i% ®/r93 are complementary and the proof is accomplished. 
For 93 = 3t> in particular, there applies: 
The system of sets %p% cz ®, where p £ @, is for each subgroup % cz & the 
least common covering of the left and the right decompositions @/j2l, %\r% of @. The 
decompositions @$/|2t, %\T% are complementary. 
21.8. Exercises 
1. In every Abelian group (&, the left and the right decompositions with regard to any sub-
group l e d coincide: (U/^ = ®/rH. 
2. The left (and, simultaneously, the right) decomposition of the group $ w&h regard to the 
subgroup % consisting of all the multiples of some natural number n is the decomposition 
Zn described in 15.2. 
3. Give an example to show that the left decomposition of a group @ with regard to a given 
subgroup I c I need not coincide with the right decomposition. 
11* 
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4. Suppose U ZD 33 are subgroups of ®. Consider arbitrary left and right cosets al9 ct and ar, c r 
with regard to % respectively, and denote: 
It =. Oi n ®/|8 (== A| c «/ |») , £ , = C, n ®/,» (== c, c ®/,»), 
A r = ar n ®/f» (= a r c ®/r»), Or = cr n ®/f» (= cr c ®/r83). 
Each element of the decompositions AlfCi or Af,OrJs a left or a right coset with regard 
to SB, respectively. Moreover, there holds: At~Clf Ar~Cr. 
5. Let Sfc>8 be subgroups of ®. Consider arbitrary cosets a € ®/i% ar1 e ®/rSt inverse of 
each other and, on the latter, the decompositions set out below: 
i | = a n ®/|» ( = 5 c ©/,»), Ar =-= a-
1 n ®/ r» (= a"
1 c ®/rS). 
Either of the decompositions Alf Ar is, under the extended inversion n of ®, mapped 
onto the other. Aif Ar are equivalent sets, hence: Aj~ Ar. 
6. If A | and Cr are the same as in exercise 4, there holds A j m Cr. 
o 
7. Let p € ® denote an arbitrary element and ® the -p-group associated with ® (19.7.11). 
o O O O O 
Moreover, let % cz @ be a subgroup of ® and Stj cz ® (%r cz ®) the subgroup of ® on the 
field *p% (%p) (20.3.3). Show that the left (right) decomposition of the group ® with regard 
o 0 
to the subgroup %l (Ur) coincides with the left (right) decomposition of ® with regard to 
ft, that is to say: 
&/,«,==«/,«, ®/rir = ®/fa. 
22. Consequences of the properties of decompositions generated by subgroups 
22.1. Lagrange's theorem 
Assuming 21 cz ® to be an arbitrary subgroup of O, we shall now consider the 
consequences of the properties of the decompositions @5/jSt and %/r%. 
Suppose (B is finite. 
Le t us denote by N and n the order of @J and SI, respectively, so t ha t N is the 
number of the elements of G and n the number of the elements of SI. One of the 
elements of (B/M *s the field A of SI. This element therefore consists of n elements of 
iJ and; consequently (by 20.2.5), each element of ®/i% consists of n elements of 
dL Hence N = qn3 q denoting the number of the elements of ®/j3t. Thus we have 
arrived a t the following result: 
The order of each subgroup SI of an arbitrary finite group & is a divisor of the 
order of @. 
